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y the mid-1970s, CP Rail faced the prospect of replac-
ing its aging fleet of ALCO and MLW yard switchers, 

the oldest of which dated to 1943. Repairs had become expen-
sive and problematic, with replacement parts increasingly 
hard to find. Corrosion and electrical gremlins were taking a 
mounting toll on the three-decade-old switchers, in a traffic 
environment where routine operation taxed their limit of 1,000 
horsepower.

Rather than purchasing new switcher locomotives — and with 
relatively few off-the-shelf models from which to choose — CP 
Rail management decided to embark on a 10-Year Locomotive 
Program to rebuild a significant portion of its first-generation 
GP7, GP9 and RS-18 road-switcher fleets for yard and local 
service. Funds earmarked for new locomotive purchases were 
then directed toward expanding the railway’s already large 
SD40-2 fleet in heavy mainline service. 

CP Rail’s early “chop-nose” experiments
The first seeds for this program were sown, indirectly, in late 
1970, when the first of a trio of GP9 units emerged from Ogden 
Shops in Calgary. These modified units’ low noses were new 
fabrications that came to a sharp vertical point at the front of the 
nose, rather than having a narrow flat section there as was typi-
cal of General Motors first-generation GP and SD production. 
A single class light (left and right) with coloured filters was 
used, and new numberboards and windshields completed the 
external cab modifications. The stated purpose was to improve 
visibility for crew members and evaluate the modified units’ 
suitability for hump service. No 8633 was the first to be out-
shopped, in December 1970, and wore CP Rail’s then-standard 
Action Red livery. No. 8634 turned heads when it emerged in 
early 1971 wearing freshly applied maroon and grey paint with 
script-style Canadian PaCifiC lettering (see photo on back 
cover). No. 8635 debuted in the same obsolete paint scheme, 
but with block-style lettering, in May 1971.

Beginning in 1975 and continuing until 1978, CP Rail modified 
five more GP9 units which, in light of the subsequent 10-Year 
Program, can be considered as “pre-program” units. The first to 
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     Fresh from rebuilding at Angus Shops, RS-18u No. 1802 leads 
GP30 No. 5000 and a pair of C-424s away from St. Luc Yard at 
Wentworth, en route to Farnham, Que., in mid-1980. –Ken Goslett
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be outshopped was No. 8530, by Ogden in 1975. Like the three 
hump-service conversions of 1970-71, it had a sharply pointed 
low nose. It also had a protruding sand box on the rear end that 
reached three-quarters of the way up the rear nose. Class lights 
were installed as two sets of three individual lenses, each con-
tained in an oval aluminum housing.

The second through fourth pre-program GP9 rebuilds were pro-
duced by Angus Shops in Montreal during 1977 and 1978.  These 
units were Nos. 8615, 8619 and 8518. Unlike the units previ-
ously modified at Ogden, these three did not have sharply pointed 
noses. Angus seems to have simply cut down (“chopped”) and 
reused the original nose, with its characteristic flat surface at the 
front and flush-mounted headlight. The three class lights were 
again separate, but were not located in an oval aluminum hous-
ing. The ¾-height rear sandbox extension was again present.

The fifth pre-program GP9, No. 8492, was produced by Ogden 
in 1978. Because Ogden did the work, the low nose had the 
sharply pointed front and the oval aluminum class-light housing. 
The ¾-height protruding rear sandbox was also present.

These five pre-program rebuilds were distinguished from their 
three predecessors by receiving upgraded electrical systems, devel-
oped by CP Rail’s Mechanical Department for a wider GP9 
rebuilding program that was conceived in 1972-73, initially as a 
ten-locomotive pilot project, but not implemented. All five units in 
this second group re-entered service in Action Red paint.

One more GP9, No. 8654, emerged from Ogden with a chopped 
nose (but no rear-end hood extension) in January 1980. Unlike 
prior Ogden conversions, No. 8654 received the Angus-style 
low nose that became the standard for the rebuilding program.

A full-fledged rebuilding program
CP Rail’s 10-Year Locomotive Program was much broader in 
scope and purpose, and addressed many of the same motive-
power needs as the cancelled GP9 rebuilding program of 1972-73. 
In 1977, CP Rail’s Transportation Department made a compre-
hensive survey of the railway’s diesel roster, which confirmed the 
looming obsolescence of close to one-third of the fleet. The sur-
vey also revealed that unserviceability and attrition among first-
generation yard switchers had led to more than 125 road switch-

CP Rail conducted its first experiments in extending the service lives 
of GP9 units in 1970-71, when Nos. 8633-8635 were converted to 
low-nose configuration at Calgary’s Ogden Shops and evaluated in 
hump-yard service. In 1975, wreck victim No. 8530 emerged from 
Ogden with similar modifications – most prominently, a sharp-prowed  
low nose, along with new numberboards, class lights and bell mount. 
The end of No. 8530’s long hood, shown here at Field, B.C., in May 
1980, featured a boxy 3/4-height extension added during the con-
version process to accommodate an enlarged receptacle for traction 
sand. In total, nine CP Rail GP9 locomotives received low noses (in two 
slightly different styles) before the railway’s 10-Year Locomotive 
Program commenced in 1980. –Both, Dave Love

CP Rail issued this booklet in 1980, describing the locomotive 
rebuilding program in considerable detail. Within its pages were these 
two views of GP9u production at Ogden Shops in Calgary and RS-18u 
conversions underway at Angus Shops. –Kevin J. Holland Collection

ers being reassigned to yard duty, which triggered motive-power 
shortages in other types of service.

An obvious solution was wholesale retirement of the obsolete 
locomotives, and their replacement with new units, at an esti-
mated cost of more than $500,000,000. CP Rail’s Transportation 
and Mechanical Departments agreed that most of the first-gener-
ation yard units should be scrapped, but proposed rebuilding and 
repurposing of obsolescent road units — rather than the purchase 
of new locomotives — to “cascade” into the resulting opera-
tional void. As well as providing “new” yard power, the proposal 
also included rebuilt locomotives for local freight duties and 
other secondary assignments, with the objective of freeing up 
capital funds for the ongoing acquisition of new road switchers 
for mainline service. CP Rail management accepted the proposal, 
and approved a 10-Year Program to rebuild 417 first-generation 
diesel locomotives, at an approximate cost of $48,000,000. An 
additional $152,000,000 was budgeted over the decade-long 
period for the acquisition of 101 new six-axle, 3,000-hp SD40-2 
road locomotives and 57 four-axle, 2,000-hp GP38-2 units.

Although the program was subsequently scaled back in response 
to fluctuating economic and traffic conditions, as originally pro-
posed, 25 first-generation yard switchers were earmarked for 
rebuilding and retention in yard service; 294 road switchers were 
slated for rebuilding as yard power; and 92 road switchers were 
to be rebuilt for local freight service along with six for Montreal 
commuter operation.

The rebuilding workload was divided between Angus Shops, 
where 69 members of the RS-18 fleet along with other units were 
to be rebuilt, and Ogden Shops, which was to handle 199 GP9 
and 12 GP7 conversions. This “top-down” reinvigoration of CP 


